We describe an experimental test of local realistic and nonlocal realistic theories using polarizationentangled two-photon singlet states created using a fiber-based polarization Sagnac interferometer. We show a violation of Bell's inequality in the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt form by 15 standard deviations, thus excluding local hidden-variable theories, and a violation of a Leggett-type nonlocal hidden-variable inequality by more than three standard deviations, thus excluding a class of nonlocal hidden-variable theories. Quantum theory confounds our conventional perceptions of locality ͑events in spacelike separated regions cannot affect each other͒ and realism ͑the idea that an external reality exists independent of observation͒. Entanglement ͓1͔, for example, which lies at the heart of quantum theory, connects two polarization-entangled photons such that by measuring the polarization of photon 1, the polarization information of photon 2 is immediately determined, even when these two photons are spacelike separated. This behavior, which Einstein referred to as "spukhafte Fernwirkungen," or "spooky action at a distance" ͓2͔, runs counter to our everyday experience with locality and realism. Locality demands the conservation of causality, meaning that information cannot be exchanged between two spacelike separated parties or actions, while realism requires that physical observations are properties possessed by the system whether observed or not. Quantum theory offers only probabilistic explanations to physical observations. Hidden-variable theories are an attempt to complete this description in the sense described by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen ͓3͔.
Quantum theory confounds our conventional perceptions of locality ͑events in spacelike separated regions cannot affect each other͒ and realism ͑the idea that an external reality exists independent of observation͒. Entanglement ͓1͔, for example, which lies at the heart of quantum theory, connects two polarization-entangled photons such that by measuring the polarization of photon 1, the polarization information of photon 2 is immediately determined, even when these two photons are spacelike separated. This behavior, which Einstein referred to as "spukhafte Fernwirkungen," or "spooky action at a distance" ͓2͔, runs counter to our everyday experience with locality and realism. Locality demands the conservation of causality, meaning that information cannot be exchanged between two spacelike separated parties or actions, while realism requires that physical observations are properties possessed by the system whether observed or not. Quantum theory offers only probabilistic explanations to physical observations. Hidden-variable theories are an attempt to complete this description in the sense described by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen ͓3͔. In local hidden-variable ͑LHV͒ theories, the quantum state of a physical system is completely characterized by a unique set of hidden variables ͑͒ and a system-defined distribution function ͑͒. In the case where photon polarization is the observable of interest, the expectation value of the polarization observable ͑A͒ on photon 1 is given as Ā = ͐ A͑͒͑͒d, which is independent of the same measurement conducted on photon 2, B = ͐ B͑͒͑͒d, and vice versa. The joint property AB is simply a statistical average with AB = ͐ A͑͒B͑͒͑͒d.
Even without assuming explicit forms of the hidden variables and their distribution functions, it is possible to make experimentally testable predictions with LHV theories. The most famous prediction is Bell's theorem ͓4͔, which proves that the predictions of quantum mechanics do not agree with local realistic theories. Experimental investigations of Bell's theorem typically test the Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt ͑CHSH͒ form of Bell's inequality ͓5͔. The violation of this inequality has been consistently reported in many experiments, therefore invalidating LHV theories ͓6͔. This violation of local realism requires that we must abandon either locality or realism, if not both, but tests of the CHSH inequality do not tell us which to abandon.
In going beyond LHV theories, Leggett defined a class of nonlocal hidden variable ͑NLHV͒ theories ͓7͔. For the class of NLHV theories, expectation values of observables depend on the orientations of polarization analyzers a ជ ͑in detecting photon 1 which has polarization u ជ͒ and b ជ ͑in detecting photon 2 which has polarization v ជ͒,
u ជ,v ជ ͑͒ is the distribution function in the subensemble space spanned by photon 1 and photon 2 of different hidden variables. The joint property is averaged over all subensemble
Leggett theoretically proved that the prediction of this class of NLHV theories is incompatible with quantum theory, based on which, Gröblacher et al. further introduced a Leggett-type NLHV inequality to make this class of NLHV theories experimentally testable using polarization-entangled photon-pairs ͓8͔ that have become available in many research laboratories ͓9-11͔.
The introduced Leggett-type NLHV inequality ͓8͔ is expressed as
where E 11 ͑͒, E 23 ͑0͒, and E 22 ͑͒ are given as
for not detecting a photon 1 ͑2͒. The subscripts i, j, i Ќ , and j Ќ correspond to polarization analyzer settings with orientations along 
͒, quantum theory predicts S NLHV =2͑1 + cos ͒ = 3.893 for polarization-entangled photon pairs of singlet, while the class of NLHV theories to be examined gives a bound of 3.792, resulting in the maximal violation of the inequality, thus excluding a class of NLHV theories ͓8͔. In the meantime, the Bells' inequality can be examined in the form of
.8°, quantum theory predicts S CHSH = 2 cos + sin = 2.215, while the LHV limit is 2 at all angles, thus simultaneously invalidating the LHV theories.
In addition to the derivation of Leggett type of NLHV inequality, Gröblacher et al. conducted the first experiment to show the violation of this inequality using polarizationentangled photon pairs created via the parametric down conversion process, a ͑2͒ nonlinear process ͓8͔. In this paper, we examine Bell's inequality and the Leggett type of NLHV inequality using a polarization-entangled two-photon singlet state
where H i ͑V j ͒ means that photon i ͑j͒ is horizontally ͑vertically͒ polarized͔ emitted from a single-mode optical-fiber source that uses the ͑3͒ nonlinear process of four-wave mixing to produce the photons. We show the simultaneous violations of these two inequalities by 15 and 3 standard deviations, respectively, thus excluding LHV and a certain class of NLHV theories using a source of this type.
The fiber-based source of polarization-entangled photon pairs is realized by bidirectionally pumping a polarization Sagnac interferometer ͑see Fig. 1͒ , which is constructed with a polarizing beam splitter ͑PBS͒ and a 1.8 m polarizationmaintaining microstructure fiber with large ͑3͒ nonlinearity ͑zero-dispersion wavelength zdw = 745Ϯ 5 nm, nonlinearity ␥ =70 W −1 km −1 at P ͒, and with its principal axis twisted by 90°from end to end. Two identical pump pulses ͑8 ps, P = 740.7 nm, repetition rate= 76 MHz͒ counterpropagate along the fiber with each creating biphoton states over a broad spectral range via a four-wave mixing process. The twisted fiber configuration allows the biphoton states from the two four-wave mixing processes which are crosspolarized with respect to each other overlap at the PBS, forming polarization-entangled photon pairs over a broad spectral range. Then a two-pass grating configuration is introduced to select output polarization-entangled photon pairs at various sets of signal and idler wavelengths ͑ signal + idler =2 p ͒ in single-spatial modes with a collection ͑H signal V idler − V signal H idler ͒. Previous work in our laboratory has shown the robust phasestability, high spectral brightness, and single-spatial-mode feature of this fiber-based source ͓12͔. We also used this source to demonstrate the violation of Bell's inequality for all four Bell states by at least 22 ͑standard deviation͒ for wavelengths over a 15 nm range ͓13͔.
Considering the rotational symmetry of the singlet state, the correlation measurement C ij can be obtained from twophoton coincidence events counted for a few groups of polarization analyzer settings. Following the experimental scheme proposed by Gröblacher et al. ͓8͔ 2 at an angle with a ជ 2 , and b ជ 3 = a ជ 2 . To construct these settings, a half-wave plate and a PBS are used in series ͑as the polarization analyzer͒ to implement the linear polarization analysis of the signal ͑idler͒ photon. In addition, a quarter-wave plate ͑with 0°ro-tation͒ is inserted before the polarization analyzer in the idler beam path when the analysis on the elliptical polarization of the photon is needed. ͑The quarter-wave plate provides a unitary rotation to flip the plane D ϫ H into the plane L ϫ H in the Poincaré sphere.͒ Because our fiber-based source simultaneously outputs singlet states at multiple wavelengths ͓13͔ in a single spatial mode, we are able to easily study Bell's inequality and the Leggett-type NLHV inequality at different pairs of signal and idler wavelengths by simply translating our wavelength selecting slits. The two pairs of wavelengths measured in this work ͑see Table I͒ were chosen because their wavelengths lie in a spectral band that simultaneously allows sufficiently large coincidence rates and coincidence-to-accidental ratios ͓12͔.
With a two-photon coincidence rate of 3.5 kHz and single rates of 80 kHz for two sets of signal-idler wavelength pairs, visibilities of the singlet state ⌿ − are measured greater than 97% in H-V, A-D, and L-R bases ͑see Table I͒ . As shown in Fig. 2 , the violation of the Leggett-type NLHV inequality and the violation of Bell's inequality ͑in the CHSH form͒ TABLE I. Summary of nonlocality and realism tests measured for two sets of wavelengths. The particular inequality parameters and their violations were extracted from the indicated sets of correlation coefficients. All measurements taken at = 20°with a 5-s collection time for each coincidence measurement. Visibilities ͑V D/A , V L/R , and V H/V are measured in diagonal-, circular-, and horizontal-vertical-polarization bases, respectively͒ are after subtracting the background coincidences and all uncertainties are the standard deviation of the mean. Violations for S NLHV ͑S CHSH ͒ are calculated by subtracting the classical limit for = 20°of 3.7789 ͑2.0͒ from the measured value of S NLHV ͑S CHSH ͒, and dividing this by the calculated standard deviation. occur for a number of polarization analyzer settings. At = 20°, we obtained the violation of Leggett-type NLHV inequality by Ͼ3 and the violation of Bell's inequality by Ͼ14 with the numerical values given in Table I .
Our two independent sets of measurements violate both Bell's inequality and the Leggett type of inequality, thus excluding LHV theories as well as a certain class of NLHV theories. This study also demonstrates that our single-mode, fiber-based source is useful not only for quantum communication applications, but also for investigations into fundamental problems in quantum mechanics.
Note added. Recently, we were made aware of two separate measurements of the violation of a Leggett-type NLHV inequality without the rotational symmetry assumption using a parametric-down-conversion source ͓14͔. 
